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LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR THE HOST 
All players are optional and may be played in any combination. 

NAME  bio Suggested attire 

 

MORTICIA 
VAMPMAN 

 
Vampiress 

Optional 
Female 

Morticia Vampman is a successful gothic interior 
designer during the day and at night; she plays the role 

of a vampire in the Vampire Castle room of the Chamber 
of Screams.  She’s catty and manipulative and 

especially doesn’t get along with Axel Guns. Axel refers 
to her as a drama conjuring back stabber.   

Gothic vampire 
costume – long 

jagged dress with 
flowing sleeves, 

medallion, black wig 
with white face 
makeup, fangs. 

 

 

MANNY K. NYNE 
 

Wolf man 
Optional 
Male 

Manny K. Nyne is probably the world’s friendliest man 
alive.  By day he’s a city sanitation engineer and in his 
free time, he enjoys playing the role of the Wolf Man at 
the Chamber of Screams!   Manny is a great friend and 

one of the best and most loyal co-workers you could 
ever ask for.  But rumor has it that Manny has a hidden 

dark side…but who knows if this is true?   

Wolf mask with dress 
shirt and pants.  Wolf 
man gloves and hair 

patches flowing out of 
the sleeves and neck 

portion of the shirt.  

 

 
BRIT BONZ 

 
Skeleton Fiend 

Optional 
Either 

Save up patience and energy if you plan to be around 
the ultra-hyperactive Brit Bonz for any length of time.  

Brit is the fast-talking and quite annoying skeleton fiend 
in the Chamber of Screams haunted house.  Brit spends 

the hours of daylight as a successful marketing 
executive at a major beverage company in the energy 

drink section. Rumor has it – Brit’s a test subject for the 
company!  Brit’s unnatural amount of energy has to 

come from ‘somewhere!’  

Skeleton costume. 
Either purchase 

ready-made or make 
out of black 

shirt/pants with white 
felt cut out bones 

glued (pinned) onto 
the shirt and pants.   

 

 

 

SCARY CAREY  
 

 Bloody Prom 
Queen 

 
Optional 
Female 

This volatile 7th grade math teacher was nick-named 
‘Scary Carey’ by her students long ago. Since she plays 
the role of a bullied and bloodied high school prom 
queen at the Chamber of Screams Haunted House – 
she embraces the title!  Scary Carey is known for her 
problems with anger management and often flies off the 
handle at the slightest hint of conflict.  

Prom dress and long 
blonde wig with fake 

blood streaming 
down from the wig to 

the bottom of the 
dress.   

 

 

 

BELL Z. BUBBY 
  

Demons 
Optional 
Either  

 
 

Bell Z. Bubby is the ultra-serene paralegal at the local 
District Attorney’s office that plays the role of the lead 

demon in the Underworld room at the Chamber of 
Screams haunted house.  Bell is one smooth character 
as s/he doesn’t show the slightest trace of emotion – no 
matter what the situation!  You can always count on Bell 

in a state of crisis to be the cool-headed one.  
Expand this player with more demons to play as a team 

with Bell Z. Bubby as their leader.  

 
Devil or demon 

costume of any kind 
with a toy pitchfork as 

an optional prop.    

 

 

 

BELL Z. BUBBY 
  

Demons 
Optional 
Either  

 
 

 
The demons in the Underworld Room tend to take on 
Bell’s calm persona. That is, until a customer wanders 
into their room on the 2nd floor – then, all hell breaks 
loose! The Underworld Room is one of the scariest 

rooms in the haunted house! 
 

 
Devil or demon 

costume of any kind 
with a toy pitchfork as 

an optional prop.    

For more information about your game, head over to the guest pregame site at 
YourMysteryParty.com/screams 

http://yourmysteryparty.com/screams

